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Abstract
The aim of this study was to classify the words that first attested in Shakespeare’s works 
and to investigate the characteristics of ‘obsolete’ words in the texts with reference to the 
Oxford English Dictionary. The words first attested in Shakespeare’s works were selected 
using the Oxford English Dictionary Online. Next, these words were divided into two 
groups: ‘obsolete lexical items’ and ‘current lexical items’. The results for each of Shakespeare’s 
works and for sources of neologisms（derivation, conversion, compounding and borrowing）
were analysed. The total number of words that first appeared in Shakespeare’s works was 
1498. The rate of ‘obsolete lexical items’ was about 30%. Throughout the Early Modern 
English period, the percentage of obsolete words was around 30%, which was almost the 
same as that of ‘obsolete lexical items’. The sources of neologism also showed similar results.
1　Introduction
In the Early Modern English period, the vocabulary of the English language expanded 
greatly （Görlach 136）. As Baugh and Cable explained, some new factors such as “the 
printing press, the rapid spread of popular education, the increased communication and 
means of communication” played significant roles in the development of vocabulary（198）. 
William Shakespeare is known as one of the key figures in the Early Modern English 
language. The studies of Shakespeare’s vocabulary have revealed he introduced great 
numbers of new words into English.
While the vocabulary of the English language expanded largely in the Early 
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Modern English period, quite a few of the new words were rejected and have become 
‘obsolete’. Some of Shakespeare’s neologisms have not survived as well. However, in this 
regard I could not find much detailed discussion. Therefore, the aim of this study was to 
classify the words first attested in Shakespeare’s works and to investigate the characteristics 
of ‘obsolete’ words in the texts using the Oxford English Dictionary.
2　StudiesofthewordsfirstattestedinShakespeare
One difficulty in studying the words first attested in Shakespeare is that it is unclear 
whether Shakespeare actually invented the words or not. As Crystal noted, “Shakespeare 
is simply the first person we know to have written it down.”（Think On My Words ch.1）.
In 1980, Schäfer made a list of the words first recorded in Shakespeare’s works（qtd. 
in Okamura 50）. His study was based on the Oxford English Dictionary（the first edition 
and the supplement［published in 1933］）, and he also added the words from other 
sources（qtd. in Okamura 50）. Okamura revised Schäfer’s list using the CD-ROM version 
of the Oxford English Dictionary（the first and second editions）and the 
supplements（published in 1972-86）（50-52）. The list included 2133 words that first 
attested in Shakespeare’s texts（Okamura 53）. Crystal did a similar study using the CD-
ROM version of the second edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, and the study revealed 
that estimated numbers were around 1700（The Stories of English 326）. Brewer estimates 
the number will have decreased to around 1200 in the third edition of the Oxford English 
Dictionary（“Shakespeare, Word-coining and the OED.” 352）. 
Garner made a list of Shakespeare’s “Latinate neologisms” and found that 31% of 
them had gone out of use（213）. Okamura also mentioned some of the words in his list had 
become obsolete（54）. Crystal found that more than 44% of Shakespeare’s first evidence 
usages were no longer used（The Stories of English 326）.
3　Methods
‘Advanced search’ on the Oxford English Dictionary Online （the version right after 
September 2016 update）was utilized. A list of words was made using ‘Search in Entries’. 
The term ‘William Shakespeare’ was entered in ‘First Quotation’. Next, ‘And’ was selected, 
and ‘William Shakespeare’ was also entered in ‘Quotation Author’. Then the list was refined 
by choosing ‘William Shakespeare’ in ‘First Cited in’. The result was entered into the 
database software FileMaker Pro 14, which was used to analyse the data.
Some of the entries were marked as obsolete. Although the entry was not marked 
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so, sometimes the sense quoted from Shakespeare was marked as obsolete. The term 
‘obsolete lexical items’ was used to refer to those two types of lexeme. The others were 
defined as ‘current lexical items’. The results for each of Shakespeare’s works and for 
sources of neologisms were analysed. The sources of neologism were classified into 
derivation, conversion, compounding, borrowing, variant, multiple origins and the others.
Additionally, ‘current lexical items’ was classified as follows:
・Rare - the entry or the sense quoted was marked as rare;
・ Nonce word - the entry or the sense quoted was marked as nonce word/use and not rare;
・ Archaic - the entry or the sense quoted was marked as archaic and neither of the above;
・ Historical - the entry or the sense quoted was marked as historical none of the above;
・ Disused - the entry or the sense quoted was marked as historical and none of the above;
・ Shakespeare only - the entry or the sense was not marked as any of the above and the 
quotations were only from Shakespeare.
To compare Shakespeare’s results to the Early Modern English period, searches 
on the Oxford English online were performed by ‘Date of entry’ filter. The filter narrowed 
the search to match the date of the first quoted use of the term. It is difficult to define when 
the Early Modern English period is. However, some dates have been proposed. For instance, 
according to Görlach and some other scholars, it is 1500-1700（Görlach 9）. Therefore, the 
date was set to ‘1500 to 1700’. The dates ‘1500 to 1550’, ‘1551 to 1600’, ‘1601 to 1650’ and ‘1650 




The total number of the words first attested in Shakespeare was 1498. The rate of ‘obsolete 
lexical items’ was about 30%. Throughout the Early Modern English period, the percentage 
of obsolete was almost the same.
Table1.Numbersofthefirstevidenceentriesbythe Oxford English Dictionary
Obsolete Current Total
Lexical item in Shakespeare* 442（30%） 1059（71%） 1498
Early Modern English（1500­1550） 4211（32%） 9127（68%） 13338
Early Modern English（1551­1600） 7444（29%） 18374（71%） 25818
Early Modern English（1601­1650） 9341（32%） 20199（68%） 29540
Early Modern English（1651­1700） 6757（32%） 14643（68%） 21400
*There are three words categorized as both ‘obsolete lexical items’ and ‘current lexical items’.
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4.2　ObsoletewordsinShakespeare’sworks
Table 2 shows the number of the words first attested in Shakespeare in his works. In the 
works including ten or more entries, Venus and Adonis（1593）had the lowest percentage 












1593 Venus and Adonis 2（8%） 24（92%） 26 26
1594 Venus and Adonis（new ed.） 1（11%） 8（89%） 9 69
Henry VI Part 2 3（25%） 9（75%） 12
Titus Andronicus 5（25%） 15*（75%） 20
The Rape of Lucrece 9（32%） 19*（68%） 28
1595 Henry VI Part 2 3（60%） 2（40%） 5 5
1597 Richard III 5（17%） 25（83%） 30 91
Romeo and Juliet 9*（29%） 22（71%） 31
Richard II 8*（25%） 24（75%） 32
1598 Richard III 0（0%） 1（100%） 1 123
Love’s Labours Lost 20（30%） 47（70%） 67
Henry IV, Part 1 8（15%） 47（85%） 55
1599 Romeo and Juliet 4（18%） 18（82%） 22 24
Passionate Pilgrime（new ed.） 1（50%） 1（50%） 2
1600 A Midsummer Night’s Dream 9（21%） 34（79%） 43 151
The Merchant of Venice 4（12%） 29（78%） 33
Henry IV, Part 2 18（38%） 29（62%） 47
Much Ado About Nothing 4（27%） 15（73%） 19
Henry V 3（38%） 5（62%） 8
1601 Phoenix & Turtle 2（50%） 2（50%） 4 4
1602 The Merry Wives of Windsor 3（30%） 7（70%） 10 10
1603 Hamlet 6（27%） 16（72%） 22 22
1604 Hamlet 16（23%） 54（77%） 70 70
1608 King Lear 20（28%） 52（72%） 72 72
1609 The Sonnets 5（16%） 26（84%） 31 131
Louers Complaint in Sonnets 9（38%） 15（62%） 24
Troilus and Cressida 17*（27%） 45（72%） 62
Pericles 7*（47%） 8（53%） 15
1623 Henry VI, Part 2 4（36%） 7（64%） 11 660
Richard III 2（100%） 0（0%） 2
Henry VI, Part 3 1（14%） 6（86%） 7
Henry IV, Part 1 1（50%） 1（50%） 2
Henry IV, Part 2 1（33%） 2（67%） 3
Henry V 12*（34%） 23*（66%） 35
The Merry Wives of Windsor 11*（41%） 16（69%） 27
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Hamlet 7（58%） 5（42%） 12
King Lear 3*（21%） 11（79%） 14
Troilus and Cressida 3（43%） 4（57%） 7
The Comedy of Errors 2（29%） 5（71%） 7
The Two Gentlemen of Verona 2（25%） 6（75%） 8
King John 3*（15%） 17*（85%） 20
Henry VI, Part 1 2*（18%） 9*（82%） 11
The Taming of the Shrew 11（42%） 15（58%） 26
As You Like It 6（24%） 19（76%） 25
Julius Caesar 2**（22%） 8**（89%） 9
Twelfth Night 21*（60%） 14（40%） 35
All’s Well That Ends Well 12*（39%） 19*（61%） 31
Measure for Measure 13*（34%） 25*（66%） 38
Othello 24*（46%） 28（54%） 52
Timon of Athens 13*（43%） 17*（57%） 30
Macbeth 11（21%） 41*（79%） 52
Anthony and Cleopatra 13（23%） 43*（77%） 56
Coriolanus 22*（44%） 28（56%） 50
Cymbeline 13（36%） 23（64%） 36
The Winter’s Tale 14*（45%） 17*（55%） 31
The Tempest 14*（34%） 27*（66%） 41
1623 Henry Ⅷ 3（23%） 10（77%） 13 13
1632 Richard II 0（0%） 1（100%） 1 1
1634 The Two Noble Kinsmen 7（25%） 21（75%） 28 28
* The number has some overlaps. As for the first evidence, the published years 1623 and 1634 are considered as 
anterior 1616 and 1625 respectively.
According to the percentage of ‘obsolete lexical items’, the result is summarized in 
Table 3. The rate of ‘obsolete lexical items’ seemed not to be reliable if the total number of 
the words was very small. Therefore, the result was divided into two groups: works 
including less than ten entries and those including ten entries and more. As shown in Table 
1, the percentage of Shakespeare’s ‘obsolete lexical items’ was 30%. I considered the 
percentage of ‘obsolete lexical items’ as average when it was in the range of 10%. 20% or 
less ‘obsolete lexical items’ were considered as low and those including 40% or more were 
considered as large. More than 60% of the works were considered as average.
4.3　Sourcesofneologisms
Table 4 shows the result of the sources of the neologisms. Derivation included the largest 
number of the words first attested in Shakespeare. Compounding had the lowest percentage 




Tables 5 and 6 show the result of derivation. Prefix un-, suffixes –ed and –ing included a 
large number of words first attested in Shakespeare.
Table3.Percentagesof‘obsoletelexicalitems’inworks
20% or less More than 20% 
to less than 
40%
40% or more Total
Works including 
less than ten 
entries
4 5 6 15
Works including 





1597（1592 or 1594）Richard 
III** （History）
1598（1597­98） Henry IV, Part 
1 **（History）
1599（1595­96） Romeo and 
Juliet** （Tragedy）
1600（1596­97） The Merchant 
of Venice （Comedy）














1623（1589­92） The Taming of 
the Shrew （Comedy）








1623（1611） The Winter’s 
Tale （Romance）
44
Total 12 32 15 59
* The title, published year（probable written year［Shakespeare 2471­5］）and category are shown in the 
column. ** The title turns up more than one year in Table 2.
Table4.SourcesofneologismsinShakespeare’sfirstevidenceentriesbytheOxford 
English Dictionary
Sources of neologisms Obsolete lexical items Current lexical items Total
Derivation* 187（24%） 586（76%） 771
Conversion 53（39%） 82（61%） 135
Compounding 26（19%） 108（81%） 134
Borrowing 45（39%） 71（61%） 116
Variant 25（47%） 28（53%） 53
Multiple origins* 19（47%） 23（53%） 40
Others ­ ­ 249
* There are three words categorized as both ‘obsolete lexical items’ and ‘current lexical items’. Two 
of them are in derivation and one of them is in multiple origins.
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According to the percentage of ‘obsolete lexical items’, the result was summarized 
in Table 7. The table was made in the same way as Table 3. Prefix un-, suffixes –ed, –ing, 
Table5.PrefixesofShakespeare’sfirstevidenceentriesbytheOxford English Dictionary
Prefix Obsolete lexical items Current lexical items Total
a­ 3（abrook, apperil, attask） 2（arouse, assubjugate） 5
after­ 0 1（after hours） 1
arch­ 0 1（arch­villain） 1
be­ 6（33%） 12（67%） 18
co­ 2（co­supreme, co­mingle） 0 2
com­ or co­ 1（commeddle | co­meddle） 1（commutual） 2
con­ 1（congreet） 0 1
demi­ 1（demi­puppet） 0 1
dis­ 6（46%） 7（54%） 13
en­ 3（23%） 10（77%） 13
in­ or en­ 0 2（inshell | enshell, embound | imbound） 2
fore­ 0 1（foregone） 1
im­ 3（immoment, imperceiverant, 
impartial*）
5（impleach, impaint, impawn, impress, 
imparial*） 7
in­ 6（43%） 8（57%） 14
inter­ 2（interchain, interjoin） 0 2
ir­ 1（irreconciled） 0 1
mis­ 4（misdread, misgraffed, misquote, 
mistreading）
0 4
non­ 1（non­regardance） 0 1
out­ 6（38%） 10（63%） 16
over­ 9（41%） 13（59%） 22
pre­ 0 2（predecease, preformed） 2
re­ 1（restem） 4（relume, respeak, resurvey, reword） 5
self­ 0 8（self­abuse, self­glorious, self­harming, 
self­killed, self­offence, self­reproof, self­
slaughter, self­substantial）
8
sub­ 1（subcontract） 0 1
super­ 0 1（superserviceable） 1
sur­ 1（suraddition） 0 1
un­ 20（13%） 129（87%） 149
under­ 1（underskinker） 6（undercrest, under­fiend, under­
hangman, under­honest, underpeep, 
underprize）
7
up­ 2（upshoot, upspring） 7（upcast, uplocked, up­pricked, uproused, 
upshoot, upstairs, upswarm, upturned） 9
y­ 1（yravish） 0 1
*Imparial is categorized as both ‘obsolete lexical items’ and ‘current lexical items’. The prefixes including ten or 
more entries are shown as the numbers and percentages.
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Table6.SuffixesofShakespeare’sfirstevidenceentriesbytheOxford English Dictionary
Suffix Obsolete lexical items Current lexical items Total
­able 1（oathable） 5（assailiabe, attemptable, laughable, 
mockable, razorable） 6
­acy 0 2（immediacy, obduracy） 2
­age 3（guardage, sternage, portage） 3（scaffoldage, scrippage, ventage） 6
­al 0 2（cital, reposal） 2
­ance 4（arrivance, meditance, non­
regardance*, sortance）
3（iterance, omittance, precipitance） 7
­ancy 1（extravagancy） 1（concernancy） 2
­ant 3（dotant, questant, suppliant） 0 3
­ative 0 1（semblative） 1
­dom 1（birthdom） 0 1
­ed 28（20%） 110（80%） 138
­en 2（disliken, molten） 0 2
­er 7（32%） 15（68%） 22
­ery 1（allottery） 3（mappery, stitchery, villagery） 4
­ess 2（cloistress, offendress） 2（jointress, soldieress） 2
­ful 3（27%） 8（73%） 11
­hood 0 1（lustihood） 1
­ial 0 1（preceptial） 1
­ify 0 1（fishify） 1
­ing 16（14%） 100*（86%） 116
­ious 1（adoptious） 0 1
­ish 1（foppish） 2（skyish, stockish） 3
­ist 1（questrist） 2（militarist, votarist） 3
­ite 0 1（Ottomite） 1
­ity 0 1（futurity） 1
­ive 1（revengive） 3（corresponsive, forgetive, persistive） 4
­ize 0 2（sanctuarize, sluggardize） 2
­less 6（14%） 38（86%） 42
­let 0 2（droplet, herbelet） 2
­like 1（pupil­like） 5（churchlike, fiendlike, mistlike, piglike, 
sunlike） 6
­ling 1（lifelings**） 1（tanlings） 2
­ly 6（15%） 34*（85%） 40
­ment 7（33%） 14（67%） 21
­ness 2（brimfulness, childness） 4（crosness, expertness, slightness, 
tardiness） 6
­or 1（substractor） 0 1
­ot 1（carlot） 0 1
­ous 1（combustious） 3（compunctious, duteous, rubious） 4
­ry 1（savagery***） 4（mansionry, ppageantry, savagery***, 
varletry） 4
­s 1（lifelings**） 0 1
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-less, -ly and -y had a low percentage of ‘obsolete lexical items’. Suffixes des-, in- and over- 
had a large percentage of ‘obsolete lexical items’.
Table 8 shows the comparison of the percentage of obsolete in affix between the 
words first attested in Shakespeare and those in the Early Modern English period. The 
result of the Early Modern English period was based on the search of the Oxford English 
online by using wildcards. For example, ‘*ed’ in ‘Headword’, ‘And’ ‘-ed’ in ‘Etymology’, ‘Not’ 
‘zero-derivation’, ‘compounding’ and ‘borrowing’ in ‘Full Text’ were used. The number was 
counted from the list when it was necessary.
4.3.2　Conversion
The result is shown in Table 9. Noun to verb conversion included the largest number of the 
words first attested in Shakespeare. To obtain the result of the Early Modern English 
period, a search on the Oxford English Dictionary online was performed by using ‘conversion’ 
in ‘Full Text’ ‘Not’ ‘multiple’ in ‘Full Text’.
4.3.3　Compounding
Table 11 summarizes the results. Most types of compounding included a low percentage of 
‘obsolete lexical items’. Table 12 shows the comparison of the percentage of obsolete in 
compounding between the words first attested in Shakespeare and those in the Early 
­ship 2（courtship, Moorship） 1（foxship） 3
­ster 0 1（lewdster） 1
­tious 0 1（expeditious） 1
­ure 5（embrasure, enacture, extincture, 
insisture, stricture）
3（repasture, reposure, wafture） 8
­ward 1（nayward） 1（parkward） 2
­y 2（13%） 14（88%） 16
*Reportingly is categorized both ­ing and ­ly. **Lifelings is categorized both ­ly and ­s. ***Savagery is categorized 
as both ‘obsolete lexical items’ and ‘current lexical items’. The suffixes including ten or more entries are shown 
as the numbers and percentages.
Table7.Percentageof‘obsoletelexicalitems’inaffix
Affix 20% or less More than 20% to 
less than 40%
40% or more
Prefix including less than ten entries 10 0 12
Prefix including ten or more entries 1（un­） 3（be­, en­, out­） 3（dis­, in­, over­）
Suffix including less than ten entries 15 6 15
Suffix including ten or more entries 5（­ed, ­ing, ­less, 
­ly, ­y）
3（­er, ­ful, ­ment） 0
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Modern English period. To obtain the result of the Early Modern English period, a search 
on the Oxford English online was performed by using ‘compounding’ in ‘Full Text’ ‘Not’ 
‘multiple’ in ‘Full Text’. The percentage of obsolete words throughout the Early Modern 
English period was similar to that of Shakespeare.
Table8.ObsoletepercentagesinaffixinShakespeareandtheEarlyModernEnglishperiod
Affix Shakespeare Early Modern English








More than 20% less than 40% 














* The affixes include ten entries or more. **No suffix in the category included ten entries or more.
Table9.ConversionofShakespeare’sfirstevidenceentriesbytheOxford English Dictionary
Type of conversion Obsolete lexical items Current lexical items Total
Noun to verb 35（39%） 54（61%） 89
Verb to noun 14（48%） 15（52%） 29
Adjective to verb 2（curdy, tardy） 6（beetle, craven, incarnadine, muddy, 
sickly, squinny）
8
Noun to adjective 1（soothing） 2（slab, soliciting） 3
Adverb to verb 0 2（askance, forward） 2
Adjective to adverb 1（old） 0 1
Noun to noun 1（evil） 0 1
Noun or verb to adjective 0 1（sheeted） 1
Verb or adjective to noun 0 1（halt） 1
The types including ten entries or more are shown as the numbers and percentages.
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4.3.4　Borrowing
Table 13 shows the results. Latin and French included a large number of the words first 
attested in Shakespeare. Italian included a large percentage of ‘obsolete lexical items’. Table 
14 shows the comparison of the percentage of obsolete in Italian between the words first 
attested in Shakespeare and those in the Early Modern English period. To obtain the result 
of the Early Modern English period, a search on the Oxford English online was performed 
by using ‘borrowing’ in ‘Etymology’, ‘And’ ‘Italian’ in ‘Full Text’. Then the number of words 
borrowed from Italian was counted from the list. The percentage of obsolete words 




Lexical items in Shakespeare 39%（53/135）
Early Modern English（1500­1550） 19%（49/260）
Early Modern English（1551­1600） 26%（135/527）
Early Modern English（1601­1650） 25%（128/502）
Early Modern English（1651­1700） 29%（89/305）
Table11.CompoundingofShakespeare’sfirstevidenceentriesbytheOxford English 
Dictionary
Type of compounding Obsolete Current Total
Noun and noun 4（11%） 32（89%） 36
Noun and adjective 2（8%） 23（92%） 25
Adverb and adjective 3（21%） 11（79%） 14
Adjective and noun 2（20%） 8（80%） 10
Adjective and adjective 0（0%） 9（100%） 9
Verb and noun 2（4%） 5（96%） 7
Noun and verb 3（75%） 1（25%） 4
Noun and adverb 0（0%） 3（100%） 3




Lexical items in Shakespeare 19%（26/134）
Early Modern English（1500­1550） 14%（116/837）
Early Modern English（1551­1600） 12%（212/1802）
Early Modern English（1601­1650） 16%（234/1499）
Early Modern English（1651­1700） 12%（148/1263）
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5.4　SourcesofneologismsinShakespeare’sworks
Venus and Adonis（1593）had a low percentage of ‘obsolete lexical items’（8%）and 
Twelfth Night had a large percentage of that（60%）. The words first attested in Shakespeare 
in the two works were categorized according to sources of neologisms. The results were 
shown in Table 13 and 14. Both of the works included a large number of derivations. 
Twelfth Night included the larger number of ‘obsolete lexical items’ in derivation than 
Venus and Adonis.
4.5　ClassificationofShakespeare’s‘currentlexicalitems’
Forty-four percent（192/439）of ‘obsolete lexical items’ included quotations only by 
Shakespeare. Table 17 shows the result of the classification of ‘current lexical items’. About 
20% of them were classified as ‘rare’, ‘Shakespeare only’, ‘archaic’, ‘nonce word’ or ‘historical’.
Table13.BorrowingofShakespeare’sfirstevidenceentriesbytheOxford English Dictionary
Type of borrowing Obsolete Current Total
Latin 17（30%） 40（70%） 57
French 14（45%） 17（55%） 31
Italian 8（67%） 4（33%） 12
Spanish 1（asinego） 3（malicho, palabra, sherris） 4
Germanic 1（weather­bit | 
weather­bittten）
2（land­rat, swan’s­down | swansdown） 3
Latin and/or French 1（congrue） 2（acerb, fount） 3
Danish 1（Dansker） 0 1
Dutch 0 1（bavian） 1
Old Norse 1（gust） 0 1
Greek and/or Latin 0 1（threnos） 1
Italian and/or Spanish 1（basta） 0 1
Spanish and/or Portuguese 0 1（anchovy） 1




Lexical items in Shakespeare 67%（8/12）
Early Modern English（1500­1550） 44%（12/27）
Early Modern English（1551­1600） 38%（60/97）
Early Modern English（1601­1650） 34%（34/100）
Early Modern English（1651­1700） 33%（45/67）




The total number of words that first attested in Shakespeare’s works was 1498. In June 
2011, the number of “Shakespeare’s accredited first uses of a word” in the Oxford English 
Dictionary was 1626（Simpson）. Some of them must have decreased because of the third 
edition’s new discoveries.
Table15.SourcesofneologismsinVenus and Adonis（1593）bytheOxford English 
Dictionary
Obsolete Current Total
Derivation 1（­ous） 17（­ing, 6; ­ed, 5; un­, 3; up­, 1; ­er, 1; ­less, 1） 18
Compounding 0 3 3
Conversion 0 1（verb to noun） 1
Borrowing 1（French） 1（Italian） 1











Table16.SourcesofneologismsinTwelfth Night（1623）bytheOxford English Dictionary
Obsolete Current Total
Derivation 14（­ing, 2, ­ed, 2, un­, 2; ­ment, 2; non­*, 
1; ­ance*, 1; ­ancy, 1; ­ful, 1; ­ess, 1; ­ling**, 
1; ­or, 1; ­s**, 1）
5（un­, 3; ­ative, 1; ­ous, 
1）
19
Compounding 0 3 3
Conversion 0 1（noun to verb） 2
Borrowing 1（Latin） 1（Latin） 2
Others 5 3 0




In Early Modern English, un- was commonly used as a negative prefix（Nevalainen 380）. 
Prefix un- included the largest number of the words first attested in Shakespeare’s works 
in affix in this study.
The prefix un- mostly combined with adjectives（Nevalainen 380）. In this study, 
78%（115/149）of them were adjectives, 3%（5/149）were adverbs（or ‘adverbs and 
adjectives’）or nouns, and 19%（29/149）were verbs.
Crystal pointed out “Shakespeare’s use of the prefix un- is illustrative”. Crystal’s 
research showed 314 instances of un- word of Shakespeare’s first citation in the Oxford 
English Dictionary, and most of them were adjectives, but he emphasized around 20% of 
them were verbs（Think On My Words ch. 7）. Although the instances of an un-word 
decreased to 149, the verb rate（19%）in this study was similar to that in Crystal’s study. 
In this study, the verb rate in the Early Modern English period was 19%（522/2762）. It also 
showed the similarity to these results.
The obsolete percentage in Shakespeare（13%）was considered lower than that 
in the Early Modern English period（21%）. The rate of ‘obsolete lexical items’ was 11%
（14/115）in adjectives, 26%（6/29）in verbs and 0%（0/5）in the others. The obsolete 
rate in the Early Modern English period was 19%（369/1955）in adjectives and 21%
（108/522）in verbs. The low rate of ‘obsolete lexical items’ in adjectives might cause the 
difference.
5.2.2　Suffix-y
Barber noted the suffix –y was one of the most common adjective suffixes in Early Modern 
English（qtd. in Nevalainen 401）. In this study, all of them were adjectives. Although the 
obsolete percentage in Shakespeare（13%）was considered lower than that in the Early 
Modern English period（26%）, when the percentage was limited to adjectives, it decreased 
to 21%（164/766）in the Early Modern English period.
5.2.3　Suffixes–edand–ing
The suffix –ed was also one of the most common adjective suffixes in Early Modern 
English（qtd. in Nevalainen 401）. The suffix –ing was a noun suffix（Nevalainen 396-397）. 
In this study, both of them included a large number of the words first attested in Shakespeare. 
The percentage of obsolete words throughout the Early Modern English period was similar 
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to that of Shakespeare.
5.2.4　Prefixesbe-,en-andover-, suffixes -erand-ment
The affixes showed some differences in the obsolete percentage between the words first 
attested in Shakespeare and those in the Early Modern English period, especially over- and 
-er. Additional search was performed by the divided dates. The result of the prefix be- 
showed some differences in the years（Table 18）. There was no such tendency for the 
other affixes.
5.3　Conversion
According to Crystal, Shakespeare used a lot of conversions and particularly liked “verbs 
from nouns” type conversions（The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language 63）. 
In this study, “verbs from nouns” was the most common conversion in the words first 
attested in Shakespeare. The percentage of obsolete words in Shakespeare might be slightly 
larger than those in the Early Modern English period.
5.4　Compounding
Most types of compounding included a low percentage of ‘obsolete lexical items’. The 




Nevalainen noted Latin was prevalent in the borrowings in the Early Modern English（364）. 
In this study, Latin also included the largest number of words in borrowing first attested 




Lexical items in Shakespeare 33%（6/18）
Early Modern English（1500­1550） 60%（15/25）
Early Modern English（1551­1600） 39%（42/109）
Early Modern English（1601­1650） 35%（29/84）
Early Modern English（1651­1700） 46%（13/28）
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but also French or Greek elements（qtd. in Nevalainen 340）. In spite of the difference, the 
percentage of the obsolete words（31%）was similar to this study（30%）.
5.5.2　French
French was the second most borrowed words first attested in Shakespeare. According to 
Pennanen, 39 % of new French borrowings in the Early Modern English period（between 
1551 to 1700）have become obsolete（1454/3724）（qtd. in Araki and Ukaji 249）. However, 
the rate in the words first attested in Shakespeare was 16%（8/51）（qtd. in Araki and 
Ukaji 250）. The obsolete rate in this study（45%）showed a similarity to the former rather 
than the latter.
5.5.3　Otherlanguages
Nevalainen mentioned the borrowings from other European languages（except Latin and 
French）were below 10% in the Early Modern English period（370-371）. In this study, the 
rate was similar（8%）.
In Shakespeare’s Italian borrowing, the rate of ‘obsolete lexical items’ was larger 
than ‘current lexical items’（67%）. However, the obsolete rate of Italian borrowing from the 
Early Modern English period by the Oxford English Dictionary was 36%. According to 
Nevalainen, many Italian borrowings in the Early Modern English period were related to 
trade, culture or science（372）. However, few Italian borrowing words in this study were 
these terms. ‘Mercantant’ was related to trade, but ‘merchant’, borrowed from French, had 
already appeared and its first quotation in the Oxford English Dictionary was in c1225. 
These facts might cause the larger rate of ‘obsolete lexical items’.
5.6　‘Obsoletelexicalitems’inShakespeare’sworks
As shown in Table 3, more than 60% of the works were considered including average rate 
of ‘obsolete lexical items’. While most of the works including low rate of ‘obsolete lexical 
items’ were probably written before 1600, those including large rate of ‘obsolete lexical 
items’ were probably written after 1600. As shown in Tables 15 and 16, both Twelfth Night 
and Venus and Adonis included a similar number of affixes as ‘sources of neologisms’. And 
Twelfth Night included some affixes showing a lower rate of ‘obsolete lexical items’, such as 
–ing, -ed and un-. However, 74% of the affixes in Twelfth Night were ‘obsolete lexical items’. 
The individual instances were examined in more detail, and it turned out that Shakespeare 
was the only user of more than half of the ‘obsolete lexical items’（7/13）. This might 
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suggest Shakespeare used more individualistic new words after 1600, and that caused an 
increase in number of ‘obsolete lexical items’. However, it is difficult to analyse ‘obsolete 
lexical items’ in each work, because some of the works turned up more than one year.
5.7　Obsolescence
The rate of obsolescence between the words first attested in Shakespeare and those in the 
Early Modern English period seems to have similar characteristics for the sources of 
neologism, despite some differences in individual sources. Crystal stated that it was difficult 
to know the reason why some of the new words survived and some did not（The Stories 
of English 293）. In spite of this, some ideas were suggested. One of them was that a word 
written by a famous writer could become popular（Crystal, The Stories of English 293; 
Görlach, 175-176）. If so, as Shakespeare is obviously a famous author, the words first 
attested in Shakespeare’s texts could include higher rates of survived words than those in 
the Early Modern English period. However, the result in this study might suggest that not 
many words have survived because of Shakespeare’s use. Other factors Crystal pointed out 
were including “the prior existence of another word” and “to meet the needs of the metre”
（The Stories of English 293-4）”. To investigate these factors might help us to know the 
cause of the obsolete words in Shakespeare’s works.
In this study, 5% of ‘current lexical items’ were ‘Shakespeare only’. The result also 
showed 44%（192/439）of ‘obsolete lexical items’ included quotations only by Shakespeare. 
The result of this study might suggest detailed investigation of the words first attested in 
Shakespeare might be helpful to know the causes of obsolete words in the Early Modern 
English period. However, it should be noted that these words include words only used by 
Shakespeare.
5.8　Limitationsofthisstudy
The Oxford English Dictionary is regarded as the greatest collection of “historical lexical 
usage”（Crystal, Think On My Words ch.1）. However, some of the factors related to the 
Oxford English Dictionary could affect the results in this study. Schäfer found almost all 
words that appeared in Shakespeare’s texts had been included in the Oxford English 
Dictionary（qtd. in Brewer, “OED Sources.”）. As a result, some words could be attributed 
to Shakespeare instead of other sources（Crystal, Think On My Words ch.1）”. The Oxford 
English Dictionary is now being fully revised. However, it is said that “the new edition will 
not be completed until 2034”（qtd. in Flanagan）. Although some earlier usages of words 
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have already been discovered, some of the examples have not been updated yet（Crystal, 
Think On My Words ch.1; “10 Words Shakespeare Never Invented.”）. In addition, Brewer 
found some methodological changes in the third edition （“Shakespeare, Word-coining and 
the OED.” 352-354）.
I did not analyse ‘variant’ and ‘multiple origins’ in detail because they included a 
low number of lexical items with various patterns. This study used only ‘words’ although 
both new ‘words’ and ‘sense’ are considered to contribute to an increase in vocabulary. This 
study focused on ‘sources of neologism’; therefore, I think ‘word’ is more directly relevant 
to ‘sources of neologism’ than ‘sense’ is.
6　Conclusion
I classified the words first attested in Shakespeare with reference to the Oxford English 
Dictionary. The rate of obsolescence between the words first attested in Shakespeare and 
those in the Early Modern English period seemed to have similar figures for the sources of 
neologism, despite some differences in individual sources.
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lexical itemsとした。それ以外を、現代も使用されている語との意味でcurrent lexical items
とした。この結果をシェイクスピアの作品に適用し、更には新語の起源により分類した。語
形成がderivation（派生）であるもの、conversion（転換）、compounding（複合）を抽出
し、また、borrowing（借入）については、借入された言語別に分類した。オンライン版の
オックスフォード英語辞典において、その見出し語における初出の著者がシェイクスピアで
あるものは1498だった。そのうちobsolete lexical itemsは約30％だった。一方、初期近代英
語期全体においても廃語になったものは約30％だった。語形成、借入に関しても、廃語にな
った割合は、分類により若干の違いはあったものの、両者は概ね類似していた。
シェイクスピアの新語とその後の廃語化： 
オックスフォード英語辞典に基づく研究
文学研究科英文学専攻博士後期課程１年
鉄村　明美
